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POLAND: INTEC ENERGY SOLUTIONS PROVIDING EPC AND O&M
SERVICES TO 25 MWp CAPACITY SOLAR POWER PROJECTS OF
RWE – ONE OF THE WORLD’S LEADING COMPANIES FOR
RENEWABLE ENERGY
Leading Solar EPC System Provider INTEC Energy Solutions (INTEC) continues its steady growth
with strategic collaborations. INTEC is carrying out one of Poland’s key solar power plant portfolios
for RWE – one of the world’s leading companies for renewable energy.
One of our latest projects in Poland will spread across 25 separate locations, each with 1 MWp
capacity, for a total peak power of 25 MW. The project sites are located between Leszno and Poznań,
with satellite sites in Szczecin, Toruń, and Elbląg, and the projects are scheduled for completion in
2022. After the commissioning of the solar farms, INTEC will provide Operation & Maintenance
services for two years.
INTEC's experience in the provision of full Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC)
services is enriched in this unique project by RWE's extensive investment and growth strategy. When
completed, this ground-mounted photovoltaic power plant (PVPP) projects will be capable to generate
20 million kWh of green electricity per year, and powering 10,000 households with clean energy while
lowering carbon emissions by roughly 21,000 tons each year.
"We are proud to contribute to Poland's renewable energy sources by bringing in our abilities and
expertise to realise solar projects for RWE– one of the leading players in the renewable energy
sector. We are well aware of the potential of solar energy in Poland and in the European region as a
whole. At INTEC, we constantly offer and assure the highest quality solutions to our customers, and
appreciate the importance of our long-standing collaborations in this regard. We are proud to be
able to meet the demands of the current global decarbonization plan through clean solar power,
working in solidarity with our strong partners," says INTEC CEO Adrien Joseph.

More About INTEC and RWE
INTEC strives to create the highest quality solar power plant solutions and to deliver the best to its
customers worldwide. The company specializes in offering EPC and O&M services to the market,
drawing upon the skills and experience of its 400-strong workforce. INTEC is operating in various
countries and has successfully delivered more than 130 projects providing 1.7 gigawatts to date.

RWE is leading the way to a green energy world. With an extensive investment and growth strategy,
the company will expand its powerful, green generation capacity to 50 gigawatts internationally by
2030. RWE is investing €50 billion gross for this purpose in this decade. The portfolio is based on
offshore and onshore wind, solar, hydrogen, batteries, biomass and gas. RWE Supply & Trading
provides tailored energy solutions for large customers. RWE has locations in the attractive markets
of Europe, North America and the Asia-Pacific region.
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